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1.

Introduction

On a nice summer day, anno domini 1793, the very first nationwide referendum took place
– this was in France, which at that time had an electorate of just six million male and nonmilitary citizens. With a turnout of just 31 percent, nine out of ten voters said “yes” to
the so-called “Montagnarde Constitution.” This Constitution included an optional legal
referendum for one-tenth of the constitutive assemblies within 40 days after the decision
in Parliament. However, in spite of the overwhelming “yes” by the citizens in the August
4 vote, the Montagnarde Referendum was never enforced. War, revolutionary terror, and
finally Napoleon Bonaparteʼs dictatorship prevailed for the following decades.
Two hundred and ten years and 45 days later, another national referendum – the most
recent one – took place in Latvia. The people of this tiny republic on the Baltic Sea – after
long decades of foreign occupation and communist rule – had to decide about their future.
They clearly opted for membership in the European Union, as 72.5 percent of the eligible
voters turned out and 67 percent voted “yes.” On May 1 next year, Latvia, together with
nine other countries, will become a full member of the EU.
The Montagnarde constitutional referendum was the first, and the Latvian EU vote the
1350th popular vote on an issue. After a very slow and difficult start, referendums have
become a rather frequent tool for decision-making in democratic states. Half of all national
referendums have taken place since 1989 and far more than half of all referendums
have taken place within Europe: 840 referendums in more than 50 countries – with the
Netherlands as the only exception. But this Dutch speciality will soon be part of the past,
as I will explain later.
Europe is the world region with the most numerous and most varied Initiative & Referendum
experiences. It is the right place, in fact, for both empirical and qualitative analyses. I will
do both here in Taiwan, a country which may become the very first polity in this part of the
world where direct democracy will balance indirect ways of decision-making. After a first
overview of the European I&R experience during more than two centuries, we will focus
on two major integration processes, first the Swiss one in the eighteenth century, and then
the European one since World War II. Finally, we will stress the necessity of more quality
in democratisation processes, as the design of democracy is decisive for the success of
democratic politics.
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2.

The European I&R Experience

The European Initiative & Referendum experience differs from the U.S. one, presented
by Dane Waters, in several dimensions. It is much more manifold because it covers many
different nation-states with different historical backgrounds and institutional set-ups, but it
also has a somewhat different time frame. While citizen lawmaking has been an important
element in U.S. politics for a little more than a century, the European initiative and
referendum experience began more than two centuries ago – and it includes all political
levels, small and big countries, minor and major issues. European referendums, especially
those outside Switzerland, include in addition a type which Professor Theo Schiller has
defined as not belonging to direct democracy: namely plebiscites, triggered and controlled
by a president, a government or a parliament. Many strong leaders in European history
liked this type of “referendum from above” – and some still do, as we will see later.
We can talk about three big waves of the democratisation of political democracy. A first
one occurred mainly in eighteenth century Switzerland, when all the main elements of a
modern direct democracy, such as the mandatory constitutional referendum, the optional
legal referendum, and the popular citizensʼ initiative were developed, introduced and
practiced. Another, much more fragile wave, can be seen between the two world wars,
when many new nation-states tried to balance the top-down structures of governments
with bottom-up tools such as the popular initiative. It wasnʼt a very successful attempt,
as authoritarian leaders soon started to hijack the process and in this way succeeded in
discrediting direct democracy for almost a century. Nevertheless, when citizens all over
Europe, and especially in the eastern part of the continent stood up against their rulers and
cried “We are the people,” a third and much stronger wave of direct democracy took hold
in Europe in the late 1980ʼs and early 1990ʼs of the last century.
The numbers shown in Table 1 mirror these developments clearly, giving the Swiss
Confederation an undisputable lead in I&R experience in the 18th century, showing the rise
in numbers of referendums between the world wars and the very impressive growth rate
since 1989. The numbers of national referendums are, however, just one indicator of the
growing importance of the I&R process, since – as in the U.S. – the most intense use of
direct democratic tools is made at the sub-national levels. In Germany, for example, just
two out of 16 states had I&R processes back in 1989. Today, all the “Bundesländer” have
some sort of popular initiative and referendum processes and it is just a question of time
before the most populous EU state will get its first tools of citizen lawmaking at the federal
level as well.
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Table 1:
Europe, the National Referendum Continent:
Referendums around the World 1793-2003
TIME

CH

Before 1900
1901-1910
1911-1920
1921-1930
1931-1940
1941-1950
1951-1960
1961-1970
1971-1980
1981-1990
1991-2000
2001-2003
Total

57
12
15
28
23
21
32
30
87
76
105
30
516

Rest
of
EUR
11
2
6
8
17
15
6
14
29
53
130
35
326

Rest of Middle
World
East

EUR
68
14
21
36
40
36
38
44
116
129
235
65
842

3
4
8
9
13
16
30
52
106
71
150
46
508

0
0
0
1
0
1
8
18
36
24
4
5
97

Asia

AMʼs Ocean Africa World

0
0
0
0
0
1
5
4
14
6
20
1
51

3
0
3
2
7
3
3
4
8
12
76
6
127

0
4
5
6
6
11
5
7
14
7
15
15
95

0
0
0
0
0
0
9
19
34
22
35
19
138

71
18
29
45
53
52
68
96
222
200
385
111
1350
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The variation in European I&R practice is impressive, with a country like Switzerland
having a fully-fledged direct-democratic record at all levels and a country like the
Netherlands, where the issue has been discussed for more than a century, but where it is
only now, when the first EU constitution is about to be established, that the citizen will get
the right to vote on an issue in a national referendum.
Looking at a list with the top ten users of national referendums, five are from Europe, with
three (Switzerland, Italy and Liechtenstein) at the very top. While Ireland has experienced
referendums since its independence from the United Kingdom, in Lithuania the people
were able to decide many of the important steps out of the Soviet straitjacket and into the
political context of the European Union.
Table 2:
Citizensʼ Referendums: Top 10, 5 Europe, 2 the Americas, 2 Oceania, 1 Africa
Rank

Country

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Switzerland
Italy
Liechtenstein
Ecuador
Mexico
Ireland
Lithuania
Australia
Egypt
The Philippines

Number of Citizensʼ Referendums
1971-80

1981-90

1991-00

2001-03

1970-03

87
3
11
1
0
5
0
10
10
7

76
16
19
1
0
4
0
6
2
5

105
35
13
32
23
9
18
2
0
0

24
3
4
0
0
4
1
0
0
0

292
57
47
34
23
22
19
18
12
12
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3.

Switzerland: A World Laboratory of Direct Democracy

The basic lesson about I&R in Switzerland is: Switzerland did not create the referendum,
the referendum created Switzerland. The forms of direct democracy in Switzerland derive
from various historical sources, such as the above-mentioned Montagnard Constitution
of 1793. But already before this, both direct-democratic (for example, the so-called
ʻVolksanfragenʼ – popular consultations – in the cantons of Zürich, Bern, Solothurn and
Neuenburg) and hybrid federal-democratic (community referendums in Graubünden,
ʻZendenreferendenʼ - district referendums - in Wallis) mechanisms of decision-making
had been preserved, some of which go back as far as the fifteenth century. It was
because of its own longstanding democratic traditions (community citizensʼ assemblies =
Landsgemeinde) that during the modernization of democracy in the Swiss cantons after the
Restoration (post-1830) the idea of I&R fell on such fertile ground.
In the search for forms that would preserve the traditions of co-determination whilst
permitting a more modern form of government, I&R presented themselves as acceptable
compromise formulae for the competing positions of the various political factions.
Historically, the introduction of I&R reveals three main strands:
•

•
•

The introduction of political co-determination for citizens reveals a temporal
succession of forms. First to be established is the right of veto; then comes the
statutory constitutional referendum; then follows the legislative referendum; and
finally the right of initiative;
The direction of movement in the introduction of citizensʼ rights is from below
upwards. The rights are introduced first of all in the member states (cantons), then
later on also at the federal level;
Rights are normally established by a broad coalition of differing interests. When the
federal state was established in 1848, only the statutory constitutional referendum
was grounded in the constitution. The legislative referendum became law in 1874.
Finally, the right of initiative was established in 1891.

The twentieth century saw the gradual extension and refinement of direct democracy. The
referendum on international treaties was established in 1921: open-ended and irrevocable
treaties were now subject to facultative referendum. Direct-democratic control of foreign
policy was extended in 1977. The scope of the optional referendum was now widened
to cover accession to international organizations and to acts involving the multilateral
standardization of laws. Also subjected to mandatory referendum were the accession to
organizations for collective security (e.g. UN) and that to supranational communities (e.g.
the EU). 1949 saw the introduction of the dissolving referendum in cases of urgent federal
resolutions.
The new federal constitution of 2000 contains for the first time explicit limitations on
the subject matter of initiatives. Mandatory rules of international law (“ius cogens” e.g.
fundamental human rights such as the principle of ʻNon-Reversalʼ – non-refoulement)
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cannot be subjected to referendum, and initiatives launched on such matters are declared
invalid by Parliament. Direct-democratic rights also had a lasting influence on Swiss
institutions, due to the fact that it was by means of initiative that the right to proportional
voting was secured, which then led to the proportionalisation of the whole of political
life. Proportionalisation is reinforced by the power of referendum of the most important
social groups. In Switzerland, it can be said that if the citizensʼ initiative is the daughter
of the referendum, then proportional voting for the National Council (Parliament) is its
granddaughter and the so-called ʻmagic formulaʼ (proportionally elected government) its
great-granddaughter.
The various instruments can best be described by quoting from the relevant articles of the
Constitution.
Popular Initiative
Article 138 Popular Initiative for Total Revision of the Federal Constitution
(1) 100,000 citizens entitled to vote may propose a total revision of the Federal Constitution.
(2) This proposal has to be submitted to the people by referendum.
Article 139 Popular Initiative for Partial Revision of the Federal Constitution
(1) 100,000 citizens entitled to vote may propose a partial revision of the Federal
Constitution. (2) The popular initiative for a partial revision of the Federal Constitution
may be in the form of a general suggestion or a formulated draft. (3) If an initiative does
not respect the principle of unity of form, the principle of unity of subject matter, or
mandatory rules of international law, the Federal Parliament shall declare the initiative
invalid, in whole or in part. (4) If the Federal Parliament approves an initiative in the form
of a general suggestion, it shall prepare a partial revision in the sense of the initiative,
and submit it to the vote of the people and the Cantons. If it rejects the initiative, it shall
submit it to the vote of the People; the People shall decide whether the initiative should
be followed. If the People approve the initiative, the Federal Parliament shall formulate a
corresponding draft. (5) An initiative in the form of a formulated draft shall be submitted
to the vote of the People and the Cantons. The Federal Parliament shall recommend its
approval or its rejection. If it recommends its rejection, it may submit its own counterdraft. (6) The People and the Cantons shall vote simultaneously on the initiative and
the counter-draft. The voters may approve both drafts. They may indicate which draft
they prefer, should both be approved; should one of the drafts obtain the majority of the
Peopleʼs votes and the other the majority of the votes of the Cantons, neither of them shall
come into force.
The time period allowed for the collection of signatures commences as soon as the Swiss
federal chancellery (Bundeskanzlei) publishes the proposed new constitutional text in the
Official Gazette of the Confederation (Bundesblatt). Signatures can be collected anywhere
– including in public places. The signatures are checked by the local government office
(Gemeindekanzlei) and given a certificate of eligibility. The initiative committee then
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passes them on to the Swiss federal chancellery (Bundeskanzlei). Once 100,000 signatures
have been collected, the initiative is declared to be formally in existence. It then goes to
the Parliament to be checked for validity. The requirement of unity of subject matter
means that the subject matter of an initiative must not conclude in a diversity of different
disparate proposals. The purpose of this is to ensure that the clear will of the people can be
expressed (i.e. that there is no confusion as to what the people actually wants). Otherwise
the electorate might, for example, accept something with which they do not agree,
simply because the overall merit of the proposal outweighs the demerits of one or more
parts of the proposed constitutional change. Unity of subject matter is required only for
constitutional change (via Citizensʼ Initiative or Government proposals). It is not required
for international treaties, such as EMU, which are subject to statutory referendums. The
fact that it is parliament and not a constitutional court which decides on the validity of
initiatives is a matter of dispute within Switzerland. The initiative committee can decide to
withdraw the initiative: as a rule, a clause to this effect must be included in the initiative text.
A formally successful initiative (one which has secured the minimum 100,000 signatures)
must be put to referendum within 39 months from the date on which the signatures were
handed in. The procedures to be followed where there is a counter-proposal date only
from 1987. Prior to this, parliament routinely used the counter-proposal as a divide-andrule tactic, with the aim of splitting votes between the initiative and the counter-proposal.
Since the introduction of the new procedures, direct counter-proposals have become rare.
Compulsory Referendum
Article 140 Compulsory Referendum
(1) The following shall be submitted to the vote of the People and the Cantons: a.
Revisions of the Federal Constitution; b. The entry into organizations for collective
security or into supranational communities; c. Federal Statutes declared urgent which have
no constitutional basis and whose validity exceeds one year; such Federal Statutes must
be submitted to the vote within one year after their adoption by the Federal Parliament.
(2) The following shall be submitted to the vote of the People: a. Popular initiatives for
total revision of the Federal Constitution; b. Popular initiatives for partial revision of the
Federal Constitution in the form of a general suggestion which were rejected by the Federal
Parliament; c. The question whether a total revision of the Constitution should be carried
out if both Chambers disagree. When an issue is presented to both the people (national
level) and the “Stände” (cantons) for decision in a referendum, it means that an absolute
majority of the valid votes cast and a majority of the cantons must be in favor. When a
referendum is only put to the people, an absolute majority of the valid votes cast decides
the issue. In this case, the cantons do not all carry the same weight. For historical reasons,
six out of the total of 26 Swiss cantons (Obwalden, Nidwalden, Basel-Stadt (the city of
Basle), Basel-Land (the area surrounding Basle), Appenzell Ausserrhoden and Appenzell
Innerrhoden) carry only “half-weight”.
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Optional Referendum
Article 141 Optional Referendum
(1) The following are submitted to the vote of the People at the request of 50,000 citizens
entitled to vote, or of eight Cantons: a. Federal Statutes; b. Federal Statutes declared urgent
with a validity exceeding one year; c. Federal decrees to the extent the Constitution or
statute foresee this; d. International treaties which: 1. are of unlimited duration and may
not be terminated; 2. provide for entry into an international organization; 3. involve a
multilateral unification of law. (2) The Federal Parliament may submit further international
treaties to optional referendum.
Article 142 Required Majorities
(1) Proposals submitted to the vote of the People shall be accepted if the majority of those
voting approves them. (2) Proposals submitted to the vote of the People and the Cantons
shall be accepted if the majority of those voting and the majority of the Cantons approve
them. (3) The result of a popular vote in a Canton determines the vote of that Canton. (4)
The Cantons of Obwald, Nidwald, Basle-City, Basle-Land, Appenzell Outer Rhodes and
Appenzell Inner Rhodes have each one half of a cantonal vote. The 50,000 signatures must
be collected, verified as to voter eligibility by the communities, and delivered to the Swiss
federal chancellery (Bundeskanzlei) within 100 days of the publication of the text of the
law in the Official Gazette of the Confederation (Bundesblatt).
Direct democracy originated historically in Switzerland at the local and cantonal levels.
Until 1848, apart from a brief period, the national level in Switzerland existed only as a
loose confederation of states. There is thus a rich variety of forms of local and regional
democracy, to which justice cannot be done in such a limited space. Today, in around
2350 communities there is the community assembly, in which citizens decide publicly on
community issues. In the 500 larger communities which have no community assembly,
the assembly is replaced by the referendum and by the local community parliament. In all
cantons except the two remaining citizensʼ assemblies cantons - Appenzell Innerrhoden
and Glarus (Landsgemeindekantone) - there are both mandatory and optional referendums
as well as the initiative. Many cantons also have an optional, some even a mandatory,
referendum on budget matters.
Although in Switzerland the signature quota – relative to the number of registered voters
(100,000:4,715,000 = 2.1%) – are not very high, it does not mean that just anyone can
launch an initiative whenever she or he wants. The current estimated cost per signature
is 2 Swiss francs (for printing, secretarial work, advertising etc., even if no paid signature
collectors are employed). Thus a referendum initiative costs at least 100,000 Swiss
francs just for signature collection, leaving aside the costs of the subsequent referendum
campaign. As a result, referendums are usually launched by existing organizations or
parties – reflecting, as in any democracy, the existing relationships of power in society. This
applies somewhat less in the case of the citizensʼ initiative, which can be launched even
by relatively small groups. In such cases, the initiative – which can typically take several
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years from its inception to the eventual referendum – often leads to the formation of new
political affiliations, which are then more capable of launching referendums in the future.
The term “capable of launching referendums” (referendumsfähig) has in Switzerland
become a synonym for “to be taken seriously politically.” The filtering function of the
signature quota should not be judged negatively. A direct democracy without filters would
simply burden citizens with a plethora of proposals, leading to public annoyance and the
demise of the very instruments of direct democracy.
The success or failure of direct democracy cannot be measured simply by concrete political
outcomes. Direct democracy is a process for political decision-making, which offers the
maximum possible participation of the general public in the decision-making process
within modern societies, which are organized into states. This participation should be seen
as a human right. Within the framework of other fundamental human rights, the recognition
of the human right to political co-determination is not dependent on whether the results of
referendums, either in general or in particular, satisfy oneʼs own personal interests. Such
a judgment would in fact reflect a fundamentally anti-democratic attitude. The actual
outcomes of direct democracy must therefore be judged against this background. The
fact is that, in these terms, Switzerland does not differ fundamentally from other affluent
countries with indirect, parliamentary systems. Some reforms happen more quickly, some
more slowly. The end result in terms of actual legislation is very similar. This should not
be surprising, since the same kinds of power relationships exist in direct-democratically
organized societies as they do in other affluent industrialized countries which have purely
parliamentary systems. If one, for example, compares Switzerland with the predominantly
two-party, first-past-the-post systems in Great Britain and France, one can see that the
existence of citizensʼ participatory rights exerted pressure for compromise at an earlier
stage, but that it has been increasingly recognized even in bi-polar systems that elections
are predominantly won on the centre ground. Even though the mechanisms differ, the
trend is towards convergence over the longer term.
There are presumably differences in the attitude towards the state and towards taxation,
as well as in the level of political awareness, though no studies have to date been carried
out on these issues. Political awareness/keeping up-to-date with political events and
issues is more likely to be advantageous under direct democracy, since one can then play
a constructive part in referendums. Negative attitudes towards taxation and tax avoidance
itself are probably less prevalent under direct democracy, as one has the possibility of
sharing in the decisions on public spending and any tax increases have to be approved by
the public. There is empirical evidence that this linkage exists at the local and regional
levels. Although Switzerland is not exempt from talk of political alienation and apathy, it
may be presumed that this is less evident than in purely representative systems.
Direct democracy is held in high regard by the Swiss people. This probably explains why
open attacks on the instruments of DD by politicians are rare, even though by no means
all Swiss politicians enjoy the limitations placed on their power by DD – any more than
do politicians anywhere else. Decisions about many new regulations and standards are
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increasingly being taken at the transnational or international level, whether in the United
Nations or in the EU. On March 3, 2002, a majority of 54.6 percent voted in a national
referendum in favor of entering the UN. However, because a majority in the cantons was
also required, ultimately one canton swung the vote in favor of an accession to the UN.
Switzerlandʼs full membership of the UN enjoys an especially high level of legitimacy, as
being the first country in which the people themselves voted in favor of entry. The question
of accession to the EU is however a much more difficult issue for Swiss citizens – this is
something of a paradox at a time when the European Union is just about to introduce its
first constitution, including some minimal tools of direct democracy at the transnational
level.
4.

The New Democratic Dynamics of European Integration

In the context of the European integration process, initiatives and referendums have
become a key concept of development. According to Dan OʼBrien and Daniel Keohane,
referendums “inject a dose of human drama into the technocratic machinery and arid
theory of EU integration” and “generate understanding and encourage participation by
focusing attention on the EU and its workings.” “This should be welcomed,” conclude the
two London-based political analysts, as “referendums specifically on the EU are the only
way of putting the Union and what it does at political centre-stage.”
In fact, Europeʼs citizens are pioneers in taking direct part in crucial decisions on their
continentʼs behalf. Since 1972, no less than 40 national referendums in 22 countries have
been held on European integration. No other issue worldwide has been the subject of such
wide and direct participation by the citizens. But this is still by far not enough, as EU
integration is still seen by most people as a remote, elitist and rather undemocratic affair.
But changes are on the way, as many more Europeans will get the opportunity to have a say
on the new EU Constitution next year – the Constitution which was adopted in June 2003 by a
constitutional convention and which is currently under evaluation by an intergovernmental
conference. The EU Convention has also introduced the very first direct-democratic tool
at the transnational level, the so-called “European Citizensʼ Initiative.” Finally, both the
European Union with its 25 old and new member states and many European NGOs are
now trying to learn from the Europe-wide experience with initiatives and referendums in
developing common criteria for “European Initiative & Referendum Standards.”
The founding fathers of the European Union did not like the idea of including citizens
directly in decision-making processes at the transnational political level. This was due
less to the experience of the Second World War than to the growing threat of the Cold War,
which initially spoiled the ideas for a democratic European Federation that were developed
in the 1940ʼs. This resulted in the integration process of the 1950ʼs being dominated by
economic and bureaucratic considerations. Jean Monnetʼs system did not provide for
direct civilian participation in decision-making.
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It was another great Frenchman, President Charles de Gaulle, who first formulated the
challenge of a Europe-wide referendum at the beginning of the 1960ʼs:
“Europe will be born on the day on which the different peoples fundamentally decide
to join. It will not suffice for members of parliaments to vote for ratification. It will
require popular referendums, preferably held on the same day in all the countries
concerned.”
It was to be a further 10 years before de Gaulleʼs successor, Georges Pompidou, finally
dared to make a start and made the citizens of his country the first Europeans to take part
in a referendum on Europe: on March 23, 1972, a two-thirds majority voted in favour of
extending the then European Community northwards to include Denmark, Great Britain,
Ireland and Norway. In retrospect, this decision did not only open the door to the north, but
also to more (direct) democracy in Europe. In the same year (on May 10th), voters in both
the Irish Republic and Denmark decided in favour of joining the EC. That was not the end
of the matter as there were European referendums in both Norway and Switzerland. On
September 26, the Norwegians voted narrowly against accession, whilst on December 3,
1972, the Swiss voted massively in favour of a Free Trade Treaty with the EEC (European
Economic Community), with 72.5 percent of voters saying “yes.”
This first Europe-wide referendum year revealed the great disparity between referendum
procedures in the different countries: whereas the French referendum was called by
the French president and the result was merely advisory, the Irish popular decision on
accession was prescribed in the Constitution and was binding on the political leadership of
that country. In Denmark, transfers of sovereignty to international organizations have to be
put to referendum only when there is no five-sixths majority in the national Parliament. In
Norway and Switzerland, finally, it was parliament (in the former case) and the government
(in the latter case) which voluntarily decided to submit the issue of accession to the EC
(Norway) and to the EEC Free Trade Treaty (Switzerland) to referendum.
Table 3
Between Paris and Riga: Referendums in Europe, on Europe
Country

Final voting
day

Subject

Proportion of
“yes” votes

Turnout

Requirements &
Quorums

Type: who
triggers?
Binding?

1

France

23.4.1972

EEC
expansion

68.28%

60.27%

No

President/ No

2

Ireland

10.5.1972

EC
accession

83.1%

70.88%

No

Obligatory
referendum/
Yes

3

Norway

26.9.1972

EC
accession

46.5%

79.2%

No

Parliament/ No

4

Denmark

2.10.1972

EC
accession

63.29%

90.4%

Non-approval
requirement
30%

Obligatory
referendum/ Yes

5

Switzerland

3.12.1972

Free Trade
Treaty with
EEC

72.5%

52%

Double majority
(cantons, people)

Obligatory
referendum/ Yes
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6

Britain

5.6.1975

EC membership

67.23%

64.03%

No

Government / No

7

Greenland

23.2.1982

EC membership

45.96%

74.91%

No

Parliament / No

8

Denmark

27.2.1986

Common
market

56.24%

75.39%

Non-approval
requirement
30%

Parliament/ Yes

9

Ireland

26.5.1987

Common
market

69.92%

44.09%

No

Obligatory
referendum/
Yes

10 Italy

18.6.1989

European
constitution
process

88.06%

85.4%

No

Citizensʼ initiative
/ No

11 Denmark

2.6.1992

Maastricht
Treaty

47.93%

83.1%

Non-approval
requirement
30%

Obligatory
referendum/ Yes

12 Ireland

18.6.1992

Maastricht
Treaty

68.7%

57.31%

No

Obligatory
referendum/
Yes

13 France

20.9.1992

Maastricht
Treaty

51.05%

69.69%

No

President/ Yes

14 Switzerland

6.12.1992

EEA
accession

49.7%

78%

Double majority
(cantons, people)

Obligatory
referendum/ Yes

15 L i e c h t e n -

12.12.1992

EEA
accession

55.81%

87%

No

Parliament/ Yes

16 Denmark

18.5.1993

Maastricht
Treaty

56.77%

85.5%

Non-approval
requirement
30%

Parliament/ Yes

17 Austria

12.6.1994

EU
accession

66.58%

82.35%

No

Obligatory
referendum/
Yes

18 Finland

16.10.1994

EU
accession

56.88%

70.4%

No

Parliament/ No

19 Sweden

13.11.1994

EU
accession

52.74%

83.32%

No

Parliament/ No

20 Å l a n d -

20.11.1994

EU
accession

73.64%

49.1%

No

Parliament/ No

21 Norway

28.11.1994

EU
accession

47.8%

89%

No

Parliament/ No

22 L i e c h t e n -

9.4.1995

EEC

55.88%

82.05%

No

Obligatory
referendum/ Yes

23 Switzerland

8.6.1997

EU
accession
procedures.
Blocking.

25.9%

35%

Double majority
(cantons, people)

Citizensʼ initiative
/ Yes

24 Ireland

22.5.1998

Treaty of
Amsterdam

61.74%

56.26%

No

Obligatory
referendum/ Yes

25 Denmark

28.5.1998

Treaty of
Amsterdam

55.1%

76.24%

Non-approval
requirement
30%

Obligatory
referendum/
Yes

26 Switzerland

21.5.2000

Bilateral
treaties with
the EU

67.2%

48%

No

Facultative
referendum/
Yes

27 Denmark

28.9.2000

Euro
accession

46.87%

87.2%

Non-approval
requirement
30%

Obligatory
referendum/
Yes

stein

Islands

stein
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28 Switzerland

4.3.2001

Start EU
accession
procedures.

23.2%

55%

Double majority
(cantons, people)

Citizensʼ initiative
/Yes

29 Ireland

7.6.2001

Treaty of
Nice

46.13%

34.79%

No

Obligatory
referendum/ Yes

30 Ireland

19.10.2002

Treaty of
Nice

62.89%

48.45%

No

Obligatory
referendum/ Yes

31 Malta

8.3.2003

EU
accession

53.6%

91.0%

No

Parliament/No

32 Slovenia

23.3.2003

EU
accession

89.6%

60.3%

Turnout 50%

Parliament/ Yes

33 Hungary

12.4.2003

EU
accession

83.8%

45.6%

Approval 25%

Parliament/
Yes

34 Lithuania

11.5.2003

EU
accession

91.1%

63.4%

Turnout 50%
Approval 33%

Parliament/ Yes

35 Slovakia

17.5.2003

EU
accession

92.5%

52.2%

Turnout 50%

Parliament/ Yes

36 Poland

8.6.2003

EU
accession

77.5%

58.9%

Turnout 50%

Parliament/ Yes

37 C z e c h

14.6.2003

EU
accession

77.3%

55.2%

No

Parliament/ Yes

38 Estonia

14.9.2003

EU
accession

66.84%

64.02%

No

Parliament/ Yes

39 Sweden

14.9.2003

Euro
accession

41.5%

81.5%

No

Parliament/ No

40 Latvia

20.9.2003

EU
accession

67.44%

72.53%

Turnout 50%

Parliament/ Yes

*

40 votes
-1983: 7
84-93: 9
94-03: 24

27 accession
10 reform
1
constitution
1
enlargement
1
withdrawal

Average
59% Yes
9 x No
31 x Yes

Average
71%
- 83: 70.2
- 93: 73.9
- 03: 64.3

16 countries with
specific majority
requirements

Top-down: 22
Bottom-up: 18

Republic

22 countries:
17 EU
3 EFTA
2
autonomous
regions

© 2003, IRI Europe

* Reading notes:
Country: EU = “old” and “new” member states; EFTA = European Free Trade Association, members Switzerland,
Liechtenstein, Norway; Autonomous regions = Greenland, Åland Islands
Final voting day: in many countries the time for voting is expanded to two days or even several weeks.
Subject: Accession = to European Community, European Union, European Economic Area, Euro
Proportion of “yes” votes = results somewhat misleading due to specific Swiss Initiatives such as forbidding accession
negotiations and Greenlandʼs withdrawal proposal.
Turnout = 1994-2003: “old” member states 69%, “new” member states 61%.
Requirements & Quorums: Non-approval quorum in Denmark = 30% of the total electorate must vote “no” in order to
veto a decision; double majority in Switzerland = individual votes are counted twice: 1) on a national basis, and 2) on a
cantonal basis: overall approval needs a “yes” in both counts.
Type: top-down = plebiscite triggered by president, parliament or government, bottom-up= citizensʼ decision referendum
triggered by citizens or constitution.

An analysis of this overview shows that:
•
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In a clear majority of the 25 “old” (8) and “new” (9) member states, citizens have
been able to express their opinion directly on European integration;
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•
•

•
•
•

More than a third of all the referendums have taken place in only three countries:
Ireland and Denmark (six times each) and Switzerland (five);
On average, more than two-thirds of the electorate (71 percent) took part in the
European referendums. This compares with an average of a 55.75 percent turnout
in elections to the European Parliament since 1979. Europeʼs citizens are clearly
more interested in taking part in referendums on Europe than in elections to the
European Parliament;
Two issues dominate the list of referendums: membership accession to European
institutions (27) and the reform of European treaties (10);
Europeʼs citizens are being asked to vote more and more frequently. Nearly threequarters of all the referendums on Europe have been held since 1994;
Attention must be given to the design of referendums. The design of directdemocratic procedures and of the ballots which they give rise to and the manner of
their incorporation into parliamentary decision-making processes are decisive for
the quality of I&R procedures.

An analysis of the 40 referendums which have taken place so far reveals important
divisions between:
•

•

Referendums which can be called by those majorities in power (plebiscites) and those which can be initiated by a minority in society (popular initiative), or
by parliament. Linked to this second category are the obligatory constitutional
referendums, which are known in many countries;
Referendums which are purely consultative (whose result those in power can take
or leave) - and those which are binding on the authorities (citizensʼ decisions).

Table 4
Plebiscites or Citizen-decisions:
Trigger function and decision making character of 40 referendums
Non-Binding

Binding

Plebiscites

FR 1972
NO 1972, 1994
GB 1975
GL 1982
FI 1994
SE 1994
ÅL 1994
MT 2003
SE 2003

FR 1992
IRL 2002
DK 1986, 1993
SL 2003
HU 2003
LT 2003
SK 2003
PL 2003
CZ 2003
EE 2003
LV 2003

Initiative & Referendum

ITA 1989

CH 1997, 2000, 2001

Obligatory Referendums

IRL 1972, 1987, 1992, 1998, 2001
DK 1972, 1992, 1998, 2000
CH 1972, 1992
Liechtenstein 1992, 1995
Austria 1994

© 2003, IRI Europe
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•

•

Two categories of referendum on Europe dominate: the obligatory constitutional
referendum (14), which is always binding; and the consultation exercises initiated
by government or parliament (22). To this we can add four citizen-initiated
referendums;
A clear majority of the votes on Europe were binding in nature (29), with the rest
being consultative (11).

Over the period in question, the proportion of obligatory and binding referendums has
steadily increased:
•
•
•
•

1972-1981: Only two out of six cases were binding on government;
1982-1991: Just 25 percent of all decisions were de jure binding on the executive;
Since 1992: The proportion of binding referendum decisions has risen to 80 percent
(16 out of 20);
Since 1995: All the referendums on European integration, with the exception of
Malta and Sweden, have been binding.

A few conclusions:
•
•
•
5.

More and more people in more and more countries are able to participate in
European politics in increasingly binding ways;
The body of experience of direct democracy in relation to European issues is
growing and confirms the general trend towards more direct participation at all
political levels;
It has become a European norm to have a referendum on accession (EU/Euro).
Securing Freedom and Fairness in I&R

A qualitative analysis of the 40 European referendums presents more difficulties than a
merely quantitative one. Both as an institutional package and as a dynamic process, I&R
can restrict the power of existing institutions. As a result and for very simple reasons - as
UN general secretary Kofi Annan observed in a recent UNDP report - they frequently resist
such a democratisation of democracy.
It therefore becomes necessary to make very clear what are the advantages which accrue to
a modern representative democracy from a combination of indirect and direct institutions,
as against the traditional and dominant model of a purely parliamentarian democracy. This
is especially true for the European Union, where national governments act as European
lawmakers and therefore occupy a dual position of power – and, thus, such core concepts
of democracy as accountability, transparency and participation cannot be met in a satisfying
manner.
Complementing indirect democracy by adding direct forms of co-determination can be
considered as “social innovation with beneficial economic consequences.” The benefits
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of this social innovation include: reduced alienation from politics, greater legitimacy
and transparency, a greater identification of citizens with the policies introduced and an
increased capacity for learning in civil society. I&R is actually linked to an increase in per
capita income and the efficiency of tax regimes (lower taxes and less tax avoidance).
In short, direct democracy can raise the quality of life of a society - provided that welldesigned procedures have been chosen. But in order to achieve these positive effects,
I&R processes must meet basic requirements of “freedom” and “fairness”. “Free and fair
has become the catchphrase of UN officials, journalists, politicians and political scientists
alike .... But what actually constitutes a “free and fair” referendum?,” ask Elklit and
Svensson. Since the Togoland independence referendum in 1956, hundreds of elections
and referendums have been observed worldwide, intensifying the demand for standardized
assessment criteria. However, the development of “checklists” has been hindered by
disagreement over what should be included.
Basically, there is a common understanding that referendum monitoring must relate to the
whole process, not merely to the events of the actual election day/days. The preconditions
for democratic referendums must also not be ignored, leading Elklit and Svensson to the
following definitions:
•
•

Freedom contrasts with coercion. It deals primarily with the “rules of the game”,
such as the legal/constitutional basis and the timing;
Fairness means impartiality and involves consistency (the unbiased application of
rules) and reasonableness (the not-too-unequal distribution of relevant resources
among competitors).

In practice these definitions lead us to more concrete monitoring parameters.
Freedom:
a) The ability to initiate a referendum process: Broad access - not restricted to
governing majorities - increases freedom.
b) The binding/consultative effect of a decision: Non-binding votes create potential
for manipulative actions.
c) The risk of invalidation of a vote by turnout and approval thresholds: High turnout
requirements of up to 50% have undemocratic effects, as non- and ʻnoʼ-voters are
counted together. Voter abstention is actually promoted instead of avoided.
Fairness:
a) The disclosure of donations and spending in a referendum campaign: This is the first
step; a second is to apply spending limits; a third step is to introduce “affirmative
action.”
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b) The access to public media (broadcasters) ahead of a referendum: There should be
voluntarily agreed standards of fairness in the print media as well as free air hours/
minutes to designated campaign organisations in a referendum process.
c) The role of government and civil servants in a referendum debate: This has been
a major concern in recent EU accession referendums, where EU Commission
members regularly played a role in the debates.
After half a century of European integration, a Convention replaced the former secret
diplomacy between states in February 2002, bringing for the very first time an air of
transparency and parliamentarian majority into European Treaty/Constitution-making.
Indeed, the Convention assembly offered the possibility for everyone to follow the work,
at least in part, since the powerful presidium, with Valéry Giscard dʼEstaing as an even
more powerful chairman, did not meet in public.
The final result, presented on June 20 to the EU heads of state and government in
Thessaloniki, immediately became the object of a passionate Europe-wide debate
– provoking highly differing opinions. This is mirrored in the ongoing Intergovernmental
Conference (IGC), which was launched on October 4 in Rome. As with earlier IGCs,
the representatives of national governments were not tardy in starting the struggle about
influence and power, which again underscored the competing interests between smaller
and larger states, founding members and newcomers, countries with federal structures and
members with a centralized political structure.
Hence, there is a big difference to all the earlier IGCs. This time, the heads of governments
have an elaborated constitutional draft to work with. They are also feeling the pressure
from below: the pressure for the peoples to be involved as never before. This is one of the
reasons why the Constitutional Convention agreed to incorporate an initiative tool into the
new draft European constitution. This is the very first such instrument at a transnational
level, and it reads as follows:
“Citizens initiative, Art. I-46, p.4: A significant number of citizens, not less than one
million, coming from a significant number of member states, may invite the Commission
to submit any appropriate proposal on matters where citizens consider that a legal act
of the Union is required for the purpose of implementing this Constitution. A European
law shall determine the provisions regarding the specific procedures and conditions
required for such a citizensʼ request.”
As with other promising elements in the Conventionʼs draft constitution (working
methods, incorporation of the Charter of Fundamental Rights, increased transparency in
the functioning of the Council), the new citizensʼ initiative right symbolises a departure
from the old-style European Union with closed debates, horse-trading and narrow political
considerations. In terms of their actual content and in comparison with established
democratic polities (at local, regional and national levels), these seem to be very modest
steps.
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It will be important to start a qualitative debate on the “Citizensʼ Initiative Right” and
to use the generally positive reception of the new instrument in order to develop it in a
citizen-friendly manner. In order to be able to place the new citizensʼ initiative into a
realistic context of development, we have to define what such a European initiative could
deliver and what not. Moreover, we have to list the most important criteria which will be
decisive for the success of the new tool:
•

•

•
•

•

The European citizensʼ initiative (ECI) tool is very different from popular initiative
rights in countries like Switzerland, Italy or Slovenia. The ECI cannot trigger any
referendums. Even the power to trigger proper lawmaking will be filtered through
the EU Commission. This is the consequence of the particular structure of the EU,
which limits the direct initiative right to the Commission;
As a step on the way from collective petitions, which are an already frequently
used citizensʼ instrument in the EU, towards full rights to initiate lawmaking
and referendums, the ECI could, and maybe also should, be directed through the
Parliament to the Commission. The EP could use its informal right of initiative
established in Maastricht;
The ECI will work as a statutory initiative without the possibility of proposing
changes to the EU Constitution. At the same time, it should be possible to use the
ECI also for non-legislative acts such as regulations and recommendations;
In its initial form, there are very few other restrictions in the ECI (such as the
exclusion of certain issues or the form in which the initiative must be presented).
In terms of an international comparison of indirect citizen initiatives, the ECI is
actually rather user-friendly, requiring only 0.15 percent of the signatures of the EU
electorate;
In respect of the territorial distribution of the signatures, the Convention has
specified that the signatures must come from a “significant number of states.” If
the EU applies the so-called Massachusetts model (no more than 25 percent from
one county), then the signatories must come from at least five different countries.
This hurdle is important to achieve the transnational dimension of the ECI.

The experience in a lot of countries is that I&R devices do not work very well because their
design is not user-friendly, with high thresholds and the exclusion of important issues from
the process. For this reason, it is very important to define and develop the legal provisions
for securing the functionality of the new instrument.
In 2003, the Convention on the Future of Europe not only adopted a draft constitution
including the already famous Art. 46.4 (citizensʼ initiative right). The assembly also
took note of a resolution signed by 97 convention members, alternates and observers,
demanding a Europe-wide constitutional referendum on the same day as next yearʼs
elections to the European Parliament. This demand was backed up by the European
Parliament in September of this year.
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The strong support for the referendum resolution in the Convention, including by the
chairman of the Presidium Valéry Giscard d’Estaing and its deputy Giuliano Amato, as
well as in the European Parliament, can be interpreted as a strong signal to the EU member
states in favour of extending the power of ratification to the citizens.
As we have seen in Table 3, only three member states (Denmark, Ireland and France) have
used the referendum tool for the ratification of treaty reform. But by changing the treaty
structure of the EU into a constitutional one, the new “Basic Law” of the EU becomes
a natural issue for a referendum in many more countries, where new constitutions and
constitutional amendments already must or can be voted on by the citizens in referendums
(Austria, Estonia, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia).
For all other states, what the German Federal Bureau for Convention issues emphasized
already in summer 2002 holds true:
“There are neither legal obligations to hold a referendum, nor are there insurmountable
legal obstacles in the way of citizens’ referendums: as a consequence the political room
for manoeuvre is completely wide open.”
Finally we can assess the current prospects for having the referendums on the constitution
really take place in the 25 old and new member states of the European Union.
Table 5
Prospects for Referendums on the New EU Treaty/Constitution
Country

Aspects in favour a popular
vote

Aspects against a popular
vote

Probabi-lity Probability of
of popular
popular
vote
vote
in %
in a word

Austria

• PM in favour if referendum in all
countries
• Opposition leader in favour
• EU referendum experience

• Limited I&R tradition
• PM not in favour if not all
countries take part

60 %

Open

Belgium

• PM and ruling party in favour if
referendum
• Relatively strong I&R pressure
groups

• Almost no I&R tradition or
instruments
• PM not in favour if not all
countries take part

70%

Good

Britain

• Growing use of I&R on local and
regional level
• Non-partisan pressure groups for
constitution referendum
• Active media campaign in favour
of a vote

• In spite of devolution still
one Europeʼs most centralized
countries
• Labour government blocked
by internal deadlock on Euro
accession

40 %

Poor

Cyprus

• Possibly combined referendum on
reunification and constitution
• Support by Cypriot Convention
members

• No I&R tradition or instruments 30%
• Due to the long period of nonpeace on the island: strong leaders,
weak citizens

Very poor

Czech
Republic

• Positive experience with accession
referendum, the first in Czech
history
• Support by Czech Convention
members

• Only one time experience with
countrywide referendum
• Well-established mistrust
between elected and electors

Poor
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Denmark

• Art. 20 in constitution demands
• Parliament have possibility, by
mandatory referendum for bigger
4/5 majority, to avoid referendum
changes of EU Treaty
• Government has already confirmed
a popular vote

100%

Sure

Estonia

• depends on the outcome of the
upcoming EU accession referendum
• Roots of an well developed I&R
system (1918-1939)

• Nordic model of unitary state
prevails today
• If neighbours (Finland, Latvia)
fail to have a vote, Estonia will
neither

50%

Moderate

Finland

• PM and part of government
coalition is in favour of a EU
referendum
• Growing importance of pressure
group for I&R elements in the
Finnish constitution

• Foreign Minister and parts
70 %
of government are against
referendums out of principle
• Very limited tradition of citizens
participation in international affairs

Good

France

• Political elite in favour of having a
referendum
• Tradition of plebiscites in
important constitutional questions

• Political elite is not very reliable
in respect to made promises
• Very little pressure for more I&R
in civil society

80 %

Very good

Germany

• Promoters in all political camps
in favour of the constitution
referendum
• Little fears for federal structure of
the EU
• Well established regional I&R
traditions

• Opponents in all political camps
to a constitution referendum
(including the green Foreign
minister)
• Historical misunderstandings
used as argument against

60 %

Open

Greece

• Government increasingly
interested in participatory
democracy
• Support by Greek Convention
members

• Political culture of postdictatorship mistrust in society
• No relevant links to Antic
Athenian Agora

40 %

Poor

Hungary

• Citizens groups can demand
referendum by initiative
• Important steps in international
politics are ratified by referendum
(Constitution, NATO, EU)

• EU accession is not seen as big
success (low participation, poor
debate)
• No pressure groups for I&R
reform in the country

60%

Open

Ireland

• EC/EU Treaty reforms must and
have always been ratified by binding
referendums

100%

OK

Italy

• Broad support for a EU
constitution referendum in
parliament and government
• Only country with EU constitution
referendum experience (1989 upon a
popular initiative!)

• Unfortunate 50% turnout
quorum, which have made 18 out
of 53 referendums since 1970
(Law 352)
• No referendum allowed on
international treaties

70%

Good

Latvia

• Relatively strong traditions of I&R
(8 countrywide votes)
• Depends on the outcome of the
upcoming EU accession referendum

• No support for European
referendum in Convention
delegation
• Depends on the outcome of
the upcoming EU accession
referendum

60%

Open

Lithuania

• Relatively strong traditions of I&R
(11 countrywide votes)
• Positive experience with EU
accession referendum

• EU Constitution is seen as a
very remote subject to Lithuanian
society
• Fear of the political elite to loose
memo

70%

Good

LexemeBourg

• Government and parliament
has already decided to have a
referendum on the constitution

• A little risk of revising the
90%
referendum decision taken on June
27, 2003 when the IGC result will
be known.
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Malta

• After a very hard fight between the
two dominant political parties and
another election, both sides accepted
the popular decision
• Labour opposition in favour
of constitution vote, nationalist
government undecided

• Very limited I&R tradition and
culture
• Small society with very strong
political parties

60%

Open

Netherlands

• Parliament in favour of having a
referendum
• Growing importance of pressure
group for I&R elements in the Dutch
constitution

• One of the few countries in the
world without any nationwide
referendum experience at all
• Ruling rightist government
against I&R

80%

Good

Poland

• Positive experience with EU
accession referendum
• Ready to play an important role in
the Union
• Efforts to improve I&R
instruments in the constitution

• Unsure support for constitution
referendum in government and
parliament
• Little public pressure for a
constitution referendum

50%

Moderate

Portugal

• PM and government ready to put
the EU constitution to a referendum
• Lessons from unsuccessful EU
referendum attempts in 1998

• Little I&R tradition & culture
80 %
• Some risk of revising the ref.
decision taken June 27, 2003 when
the IGC result will be known.

Very good

Slovakia

• EU accession referendum conduct
has been criticized by both yes- and
no to membership side
• Right to launch an initiative
campaign for EU referendum (12%
of electorate)

• PM Dzurinda thinks, that EU
accession already is mandate for
public EU constitution approval
• Very big mistrust between
politicians and citizens

60%

Open

Slovenia

• Relatively strong traditions of I&R
(7 countrywide votes since 1991)
• Possibility to provoke a optional
referendum with 40,000 signatures

• EU issues do not really fit into
legal I&R structures, this gives the
parliament more control
• 50 percent turnout quorum
uncontested

60 %

Open

Spain

• Consensus in government an
parliament in having a referendum
on the constitution

• PM Aznar is not very reliable
• Risk of revising the referendum
decision after the IGC.

80%

Very good

Sweden

• Culture of fairness in referendum
processes
• After EU accession also Euro
membership is voted by the people

• Ruling Social Democratic
Party against I&R in principle
(exception: EU commissioner
Wallström)
• Little understanding for EU as a
political community

40%

Poor
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